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Whether you're hitting the theater or checking it out On Demand (thanks to IFC Films), there's
no doubt THE HUMAN CENTIPEDE is an experience. And Fango is happy to help you delve
even deeper into that sickening, depraved experience with a series of video interviews (the first
and second of which you can see here and here ) with writer/director Tom Six and star, the
mad doctor himself, Dieter Laser. Read on for more of what Six had to say!

"During a stopover in Germany in the middle of a carefree roadtrip through Europe, two
American girls find themselves alone at night when their car breaks down in the woods.
Searching for help at a nearby villa, they are wooed into the clutches of a deranged retired
surgeon who explains his mad scientific vision to his captives’ utter horror. They are to be the
subjects of his sick lifetime fantasy: to be the first to connect people, one to the next, via their
gastric system, and in doing so bring to life 'the human centipede'."

Here, writer/director Tom Six discusses the worldwide reaction to the film and his love for
horror.
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Currently, THE HUMAN CENTIPEDE is available On Demand and in limited release at New
York City's IFC Center, but this Friday May 7th it expands to these cities:

Music Box Theatre - Chicago, IL

Landmark's Uptown - Minneapolis, MN

Landmark's E Street - Washington, D.C.
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Landmark's Nuart - Los Angeles, CA

Landmark's Esquire - Denver, CO

Cinema 21 - Portland, OR

Landmark's Bridge - San Francisco, CA

Landmark's Inwood - Dallas, TX

Landmark's River Oaks - Houston, TX

Alamo Ritz - Austin, TX

For more info you can head to the IFC Films official site , and check back tomorrow for the next
in our series.
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